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Session Outline

● How to identify and correct common 
programming bugs

● Debugger DDT
● Debugging serial programs
● Debugging parallel programs

● Profiling parallel codes



Identifying Bugs and Errors

● Typical signs that your program is buggy 
include:
● It fails to complete (crashes)
● It produces incorrect output (!##%?)
● It fails to progress (hangs)



The First “Bug”



Diagnosing the situation

● pay attention to compiler warnings
● inspect the job exit code in the web portal
● look at the job output file 

● may indicate a problem with the state of the 
program or a lack of progress 

● may contain a runtime error message or a signal 
from the operating system that helps identify the 
problem



Common Error Signals

Signal Name Description

8 SIGFPE 136

11 SIGSEGV 139

Aborted 6 SIGABRT 134

OS 
signal #

OS signal 
name

LSF exit 
code

Floating 
point 

exception

The program attempted an 
arithmetic operation with 
values that do not make 

sense (eg. divide by zero)

Segmentation 
fault

The program accessed memory 
incorrectly (eg. accessing 

an array beyond it's 
declared bounds)

Generated by the runtime 
library of the program or a 

library it uses, after 
having detected a failure 

condition



Common Bugs

● Arithmetic
● infinities, out of range

● Logic
● infinite loop

● Syntax
● wrong operator, 

arguments
● Resource starvation

● memory leak

● Parallel
● race conditions
● deadlock

● Misuse
● wrong initial 

conditions / 
insufficient checking / 
variable initialization



Floating Point Exceptions

● compilers/runtimes handle floating point 
exceptions differently
● Some allow turning this on/off during compilation
● Intel (fortran only!):  -fpe0  (fpe.f example)

● Can also trap exceptions via library functions
● glibc (also works in Intel): feenableexcept()

– fpe.c example (compile with -g)



Correcting Bugs

● If no error message is generated or if the 
message is insufficient to identify the 
problematic code one can use a debugger 

● A debugger is a program that allows one to 
manipulate and inspect a second program as it 
is running

● Typically, the program should be compiled to 
include a symbol table (often -g ) if you are 
going to run it in a debugger



Debugging tips

● If your bug isn't repeatable:
● Race condition?  Randomness?  
● If a bug only appears with certain configurations / 

initial conditions it may be due to resource 
starvation or incorrect usage

● When reporting problems with the underlying 
system/software, provide a simple test case



Debugging tips (cont)

● Most Fortran compilers support runtime 
checking for out-of-bound array accesses, eg. 
(for gfortran)
● $ f90 -ffortran-bounds-check out_of_bounds.f90

● Ensure that variables are defined with sufficient 
precision (overflow/underflow)



   Tools

● Debugging of codes (including parallel ones) 
could be as primitive as inserting multiple printf 
statements.

● But given the extra difficulty of dealing with 
parallel code issues, debugging and profiling of 
parallel codes better be done using proper 
tools.



   ARM (former Allinea) software

● In this course, we will focus on advanced 
parallel debugging tool DDT developed by 
Allinea (recently acquired by ARM) and installed 
on the new SHARCNET cluster Graham.

● For detailed information on how to use DDT on 
our clusters, check this wiki page:

https://docs.computecanada.ca/wiki/ARM_software



   Using DDT on Graham

DDT/MAP can be used interactively on Graham for 
both CPU and GPU code debugging.

● Your computer has to have an X window server 
(included in Linux; install mobaxterm for Windows and 
XQuartz for Mac).

● Allocate node(s) with salloc command.
● Compile your code with low or zero optimization (-O0), 

and use “-g” switch to add symbolic information.
● module load ddt-cpu (or ddt-gpu)
● Simply prepend “ddt” in front of your code + command 

line arguments; don't use mpirun (it is invoked 
internally by DDT), e.g.

$ ddt ./my_mpi_code  arg1  arg2



   Hands on prerequisites

● DDT and MAP require X Window server running 
on your computer (in addition to SSH client).
● Windows: install free MobaXterm – has SSH, X 

Window, scp etc.
● Mac: install XQuartz to get X Window support

● All ssh commands should have “-Y” flag added, 
for X11 tunneling.



   Hands on instructions (Graham)

$  ssh -Y user@graham.computecanada.ca

$  salloc --x11 --time=0-01:00  --ntasks=4 -A coss-wa_cpu  
--mem-per-cpu=1G --reservation coss-wr_cpu         (CPU code)

$  salloc --x11 --time=0-01:00  --ntasks=1 -A coss-wa_gpu  
--mem=4G --reservation coss-wr_gpu --gres=gpu:1 (GPU code)

$  cp  -r  /home/syam/Debugging_exercises  ~

$  cd  Debugging_exercises

$  module load ddt-cpu (or ddt-gpu)

$  export OMPI_MCA_pml=ob1  (only for MPI debugging)

$  module  load  cuda  (only for CUDA debugging)



   Hands on instructions (orca, cpu)

$  ssh -Y user@orca.sharcnet.ca

$  ssh -Y orc-dev{1,2,3,4}

$  cp  -r  /home/syam/Debugging_exercises  ~

$  cd  Debugging_exercises

$  export PATH=$PATH:/home/syam/ddt/bin

mailto:user@orca.sharcnet.ca


   Hands on instructions (monk, gpu)

$  ssh -Y user@monk.sharcnet.ca

$  ssh -Y mon54

$  cp  -r  /home/syam/Debugging_exercises  ~

$  cd  Debugging_exercises

$  export  PATH=$PATH:/home/syam/ddt-cuda/bin

$  export  ALLINEA_FORCE_CUDA_VERSION=7.0



   Compiling the examples

● Serial code:
$  icc  -g  example.c  -o example

● MPI code:
$  mpicc  -g  example.c  -o example

● OpenMP code:
$  icc  -g  -openmp  example.c  -o example

● CUDA code:
$  module  load  cuda
$  nvcc  -G  -g  -arch=sm_60  example.cu  -o 
example



   Serial debugging

● Visualizing arrays
● mda.f

● Floating point exceptions
● fpe.f , fpe.c

● Out of bound errors (requires Memory 
debugging enabled)
● out_of_bound.c

● Memory leaks (requires Memory debugging 
enabled)
● memory_leak.c



   Parallel vs. serial

● Parallel programming is more difficult than 
serial programming each step of the way:
● Designing stage
● Coding
● Debugging
● Profiling
● Maintenance



   Parallel bugs

● In addition to usual, “serial” bugs, parallel 
programs can have “parallel-only” bugs, such 
as
● Race conditions

– When results depend on specific ordering of commands, 
which is not enforced

● Deadlocks
– When task(s) wait perpetually for a message/signal which 

never come



   Race condition

● Race condition manifests itself as wrong and 
variable code results. (You get different results 
every time you run the code, or only for some 
runs.)

● As only shared variables are at risk of creating 
race conditions, use them sparingly (only when 
truly necessary), and pay a lot of attention to 
them during debugging.



   Race condition (cont)

● In OpenMP, race conditions result from misuse of shared 
variables, when

● a variable is mistakenly labeled as shared (where in fact it 
needs to be private), or

● a variable is correctly labeled as shared, but the access to 
the variable wasn't properly protected (serialized)

● The risk of having an issue of the first kind can be greatly 
reduced if one resorts to always use “default(none)” clause 
in OpenMP pragmas.

● Another risk factor is the “nowait” clause; if in doubt, test 
your code with all “nowait” clauses removed, to see it fixes 
the issue.



   Example of race condition

#pragma omp parallel sections shared(a,b,c)
#section
a = b + c;
#section
b = a + c;
#section
c = b + a;



   Deadlocks

● It happens when ranks (MPI) or threads 
(OpenMP / CUDA) lock up while waiting on a 
locked resource that will never become 
available.

● The sign of a deadlock: the program hangs 
(always or sometimes) when reaching a certain 
point in the code.



   Deadlocks (cont)

● Prevention strategies in OpenMP:
● Be very careful with conditional clauses using 

threadID as an argument, as common OpenMP 
constructs (for/do, single) require all the threads in 
the team reaching them.

● Communications between threads (using a shared 
variable) have to use “flush” pragma, on both 
writing and reading sides. This ensures that threads 
read/write the actual shared memory values, not the 
cached copies.

● Don't forget to unset locks after setting them.



   MPI debugging examples

● Deadlocks:
● deadlock_simple.c: two MPI ranks using blocking 

send/receive in the wrong order
● deadlock_ring.c: more interesting case of multiple 

ranks in ring topology
● deadlock_collective.c: deadlocks in collective 

communications



Ways to solve MPI deadlocks

● Re-order send/receives to match send-receive 
pairs (doesn't help in ring example)

● Use MPI_Sendrecv or MPI_Sendrecv_replace 
instead of send/receive pairs

● Use non-blocking send/receive (Isend/Irecv)
● Allocate enough of buffering explicitly by using 

Bsend in place of Send.
● ???



   OpenMP debugging examples

● Deadlocks:
● deadlock_for.c: using not all threads in a for 

construct
● deadlock_single.c: using not all threads in a single 

pragma
● deadlock_flush.c: deadlock caused by missing flush 

pragmas (only with gcc with optimization)
● deadlock_lock.c: when you forgot to unset a lock



CUDA bugs

● CUDA is a 
substantially more 
complicated parallel 
platform than MPI and 
OpenMP.

● This stems from the 
complex hierarchical 
structure of CUDA, 
which is a mixture of 
serial, vector, shared 
memory, and 
distributed memory 
models.

● Shared memory 
levels are prone to 
race conditions bugs.

● Both shared and 
distributed memory 
levels can have 
deadlock bugs.

● Let's consider these 
levels in more detail.



CUDA model



Race condition bug

 __shared__ float A[BSIZE];

 int i = threadIdx.x + blockDim.x * blockIdx.x;

 A[threadIdx.x] = d_B[i];

 // Forgetting to put this will create a bug:

 __syncthreads();

 // Each thread needs all A elements initialized:

 if (threadIdx.x==0) {

    float sum = 0;

    for (int j=0; j<BSIZE; j++)

       sum = sum + A[j];

    }



Race condition bug

● The race condition 
bug is triggered when 
multiple blocks 
concurrently read and 
update the shared 
variable, d_sum.

● The solution is to 
protect the updates 
with atomicAdd().

 __device__ int d_sum;

 __global__ void MyBuggyKernel () 

 {

   int block_result;

   /* Computing block_result */

   ...

   if (threadIdx.x == 0)

   // The race condition bug:

      d_sum = d_sum + block_result;

 }



Dealing with CUDA bugs

● Avoid introducing CUDA bugs in the first place.
● Follow good CUDA programming practices.

● Catch bugs early by using a proper CUDA error 
capturing mechanism.
● E.g. use macro error capture functions ERR() and 

Is_GPU_present() in

 ~syam//Debugging_exercises/CUDA/cuda_errors.h

● Use a parallel debugger like DDT installed on 
Graham:

$ module load ddt-gpu



   CUDA debugging examples

● Deadlock:
● deadlock.cu: an attempt to implement a critical 

region (bad idea in CUDA)
● Race condition bug:

● reduction_bug1.cu
● Segfault (writing outside of vector boundary in 

kernel)
● reduction_bug2.cu

● Segfault (no “is GPU present” test; running from 
login node with no GPUs)
● reduction_bug3.cu



   CUDA debugging examples (cont)

● Bad device symbol:
● reduction_bug4.cu

● Using host pointer on device by mistake
● reduction_bug5.cu

● Using threads per block > 1024
● reduction_bug6.cu

● Race condition due to warp execution model
● reduction_bug8.cu



MPI profiling



MAP live demo

● Compile your code with “-g”, but unlike DDT you 
can (and should) also use optimization flags, 
like “-O2”.

● MAP is a part of ddt-cpu module installed on 
Graham.

● Can be used interactively using salloc 
command, or submitted to the scheduler in the 
batch mode. The salloc approach:

$  salloc --x11 --time=0-1:00 --mem-per-cpu=1G –ntasks=4  -A 
coss-wa_cpu  --reservation coss-wr_cpu
$  module  load  ddt-cpu
$  map -n 4 -profile  ./code



Dynamic workload balancing

● Dynamic workload balancing (DWB) is 
frequently used by MPI programs.

● We use it when the length of time spent on 
computing different parts of a large workload by 
different MPI ranks is hard or impossible to 
predict ahead of time.

● Well written DWB code should have a way to 
adjust the size of the workload quantum. (In 
other words – number of chunks.)



DWB example

● Example code: 
● dynamic_workload_balancing.c: using “sleep” 

function to emulate different processing time for 
different elements of a large input array

● On 10 cpus (on orca), I got the following wall clock 
times:

N_chunks / N_CPUs Wall clock time (s)

1 10.3

10 5.8

100 5.4

1000 5.5

10,000 6.9

Severe workload
imbalance

Optimal performance

Latency becomes
important



DWB example (cont)

● After running under MAP, it becomes more clear 
what is the issue when N_chunks is too small or 
too large.
● The tests were done on Graham using 4 cpu cores

– N_chunks=1000 (optimal) : cpu cycles is the best (75%); 
the master's MPI_Recv has the expected 25% value; 
almost zero waste with other MPI commands

– N_chunks=1 (too small) : cpu cycles drop to 58%; a lot of 
 cycles wasted in all MPI commands – a sign of latency 
prevalence

– N_chunks=100000 (too large) : cpu cycles down to 62%, 
the master's MPI_Recv is fine at 25%, but the 
MPI_Finalize gets 13% - a sign of a severe workload 
disbalance



Questions?

● You can contact me via 

syam@sharcnet.ca

● Or send an email to

support@computecanada.ca



The end
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